
Concert has seen teams 
with more tiers below 
quota have a higher % 
of quota achievement

How likely are you to recommend your CS comp plan to a peer at another company?
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These are the findings for the Client Success Survey Benchmark. 
For more information on how to improve your plans, download the  

full report at concertfinance.com/2019benchmarks.
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It’s tempting to cut out variable compensation as a quick-fix, but companies who 
cut out variable have a lower average satisfaction score! CS plans seem to be the 
hardest to get right because there are more moving pieces. Here are three tips  
to choose the best plan for you:
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Define customer success. Solving customer problems is not always directly tied to 
financial growth or retention of the account. This means, for some companies, 0% 
variable comp truly makes sense. For others, non-financial metrics, such as NPS, are  
a more effective way to pay on performance.

Different quotas for different sales motions. Concert has seen that companies with 
a one-size-fits-all quota for their CS teams tend to have lower performance. Assigning 
different quotas by Account Size (Consumer, SMB, Mid-Market, Enterprise) and Sale 
Type (Renewal, Upsell, Cross-Sell), reflects that these activities are not one-size-fits-all.

Remember accounts get reassigned. Accounts are assigned and re-assigned 
throughout the year, and this changing portfolio is one of the biggest sources of 
frustration we hear from CS reps and plan admins. Address this by paying reps on 
processes that are leading indicators of renewal/upsell, because that rep might not 
have the same account at renewal.
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Modern Sales Pros + Concert set out to determine what makes the best  
Client Service comp plans. With 51 companies responding and sharing data  
on how over 1,500 CSs get paid, here’s a peek at these comp plans in 2019.

10%

ANNUALLY

Determine if the kickers you want to 
comp on (e.g. multi-year deals) is truly 
a sales lever vs part of a process

Annual quotas have the lowest 
satisfaction score (2.6)

Scores were higher for companies 
that paid on multiple metrics.

15% OF CS RESPONDENTS HAVE NO VARIABLE COMPENSATION
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and 2 of those tiers  

are under quota. TIER 1
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